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Nationwide Dealer Service Network
Generac’s commitment to service includes scheduled maintenance programs, warranty assistance and 
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dealer network has factory-trained technicians on staff and maintains large inventories of Generac 
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AMPS MODEL 240V, 2-POLE PHASE / DESCRIPTION RATING

100 RXSC100A3 Non-service rated transfer switch UL / CUL

100 RXSW100A3 Service rated transfer switch UL

150 RXSW150A3 Service rated transfer switch UL

200 RXSC200A3 Non-service rated transfer switch UL / CUL

200 RXSW200A3 Service rated transfer switch UL

200 RXSW200A3F 200 amp service rated with integrated load center UL

300 RTSW300A3 Service rated transfer switch UL

400 RTSC400A3 Non-service rated transfer switch UL / CUL

400 RTSW400A3 Service rated transfer switch UL

600 RTSC600A3 Non-service rated transfer switch UL / CUL

800 RTSC800A3 Non-service rated transfer switch UL / CUL

100 RXSW100A3CUL CUL approved service-rated CUL

200 RXSW200A3CUL CUL approved service-rated CUL

50 RXG10EZA1 10 circuit load center, includes all wire, circuit breakers, and conduit for installation, NEMA 1 rated UL / CUL

100 RXG16EZA1 16 circuit load center, includes all wire, circuit breakers, and conduit for installation, NEMA 1 rated UL / CUL

100 RXG16EZA3 16 circuit load center, expandable to 24 with use of tandem breakers, NEMA 3 rated UL / CUL

100 / 200 
RXG24SHA1 / RXG42SHA1
Whole House SER Transfer 
Switch and Load Center

100 Amp NEMA 1 with 24 space, 40 Circuit / 200 Amp NEMA 1 with 42 space, 60 Circuit UL

N/A
5447 GenReady

EZ Transfer Operator
EZ Operator install into 5448 to give automatic switch functionality UL

200 / 125
5449 GenReady with
EZ Transfer Operator

200 Amp, 40 circuit combination electrical panel / transfer switch with the EZ Operator already installed UL

200 /125
5454 GenReady with
EZ Operator NEMA 3R

200 Amp, 40 circuit combination electrical panel / transfer switch with the EZ Operator already installed UL

200 / 125
5453 GenReady with
EZ Operator NEMA 3R

200 Amp, 40 circuit combination electrical panel / transfer switch with the EZ Operator already installed UL
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TRANSFER SWITCHES 
FOR AUTOMATIC STANDBY GENERATORS

Every home standby power system needs a transfer switch. It’s how your generator makes sure the power stays on when 
there’s an outage — automatically switching your home’s circuits from the grid to your generator.

Generac offers more options than anyone else, to make sure there’s a system to � t your needs. All are tested and listed for 
safe, reliable performance.

Pre-wired, Limited Circuit Switches
Generac’s  Pre-Wired Switch is an automatic transfer switch 
and distributed load center that backs up selected circuits for 
essential circuit coverage. Pre-wired for the easiest and least 
expensive installation on the market, they are an excellent 
value when whole house coverage is unnecessary.

GenReady
Generac’s 200 amp GenReady Panel serves as a 
replacement to your home’s main panel, as well as the 
transfer switch needed for automatic operation. This solution 
features a 40-circuit capacity when tandem breakers 
are properly utilized. Ideal for new home construction, or 
electrical service upgrades, this switch is a space saved, and 
can be used with systems up to 30kW in size. 

100 Amp, NEMA 3R, 16 Circuit Switch
Generac’s limited circuit automatic transfer switches are a great
option for homes where the electrical panel is located outside. 
These switches are compatible with breakers manufactured 
by Eaton, Siemens or Squared D; with the use of tandem 
breakers, these switches can be expanded to 24 circuits. 

100-800 Amp, Non-service Rated, NEMA 3R Switches
If your personal application and backup power needs require 
a custom-built sub panel, Generac’s non-service rated 
automatic transfer switches provide an option for both indoor 
and outdoor installation. When a limited circuit switch, and/
or the combination of breakers on an alternative switch are 
insufficient, utilize these models. 

Smart Management Module

Meet the brains that make smart power possible.

These modules are essential to a Generac 
power management system. They work with 
your transfer switch, monitoring each selected 
circuit and automatically supplying power where 
it’s needed so you can get the most from your 
generator.

A Generac power management 
system can use up to eight 
individual Smart Management 
Modules, depending on your 

needs. Just as important, you can set the load 
priority for each – putting you in control of which 
circuits matter most.

Power just the basics.

Some homeowners prefer a simple, economical approach. Essential 
coverage protects only your most important circuits — such as 
lights, furnace, water heater, refrigerator/freezer and sump pump.

Finding the generator that’s right for you depends on your needs 
and your budget — not just your square footage. Generac offers 
the broadest line of home standby generators in the industry. 
So we can help you find the perfect match
to protect your home.

Power where you need it.

Whole-house coverage may not fit every budget. With 
a power management system, your generator can work 
smarter. It protects all your home’s circuits by cycling 
power on and off as needed for different appliances. 
And you decide what gets priority.

A Generac power management system protects all 
the circuits in your home — without the higher cost of 
whole-house coverage.

Chances are you won’t need to turn on every appliance 
at the same time during an outage. (Most people don’t.) 
Generac power management systems monitor power 
needs throughout your house — automatically cycling 
power on and off where it’s needed.

The way it works is simple. You decide which circuits 
are most essential to your home. Whenever the 
generator approaches its power limit, the system turns 
off non-essential circuits to prevent an overload. Once 
essential circuits are satisfied, it cycles non-essential 
circuits back on.

100-400 Amp Service-Rated
Service rated automatic transfer switches offer 
whole-house coverage for your back-up power needs. 
Featuring a NEMA 3R enclosure, these particular 
switches can be installed either indoors or outdoors.

100-800 Amp Non-Service Rated
Non-service rated automatic transfer switches 
enable full-circuit coverage, when an additional main 
disconnect is properly installed in the field. Featuring 
a NEMA 3R enclosure, these particular switches can 
be installed either indoors or outdoors.

100-200 Amp CUL Service-Rated
CUL models are approved for use in Canada. 
Featuring a NEMA 3R enclosure, these particular 
switches can be installed either indoors or outdoors. 
Now featuring Lockable Breaker and Top Panel for 
Utility, as well as an integrated SACM board.The 
integrated SACM board allows this switch to have 
the capability to manage up to 4 individual HVAC (24 
VAC controlled loads)  with no additional hardware. 
Can manage up to 8 more when used in tandem 
with the Smart Management Module.

100-200 Amp GenReady™ Whole House Service 
Equipment Rated Transfer Switch
This panel integrates a main breaker, transfer switch, 
and load center. Comes in 24 space, expandable to 40 
Circuit and 42 space, expandable to 60 Circuit options.

200 Amp Service Rated with Integrated Load Center
The 200 amp open transition switch is a single 
phase service entrance rated configuration with 
8 Circuit Load Center.

Power it all, all the time.

Most homeowners want the peace of mind that comes 
with whole-house coverage. Whenever there’s an 
outage, you don’t have to worry — because the power 
stays on at all times throughout your entire home.

A Generac whole-house power system backs up every 
electrical circuit in your home whenever the power 
goes out.

There’s no waiting for an appliance to take its turn 
being powered — everything comes on and stays on. 
So you don’t have to decide which circuits are most 
important. They’ll all be available, automatically, around 
the clock.

The full line of Generac whole-house power systems 
includes larger generators and transfer switches 
capable of covering every circuit in any size home. 
It’s a comprehensive approach for complete peace 
of mind.

100-400 Amp Service Rated
Service rated automatic transfer switches offer whole-
house coverage for your back-up power needs. 
Featuring a NEMA 3R enclosure, these particular 
switches can be installed either indoors or outdoors.

100-800 Amp Non-Service Rated
Non-service rated automatic transfer switches 
enable full-circuit coverage, when an additional main 
disconnect is properly installed in the field. Featuring 
a NEMA 3R enclosure, these particular switches 
can be installed either indoors or outdoors. 

100-200 Amp CUL Service-Rated
CUL models are approved for use in Canada. 
Featuring a NEMA 3R enclosure, these particular 
switches can be installed either indoors or outdoors. 
Now featuring Lockable Breaker and Top Panel 
for Utility, as well as an integrated SACM board.
The integrated SACM board allows this switch to 
have the capability to manage up to 4 individual 
HVAC (24 VAC controlled loads)  with no additional 
hardware. Can manage up to 8 more when used in 
tandem with the Smart Management Module.

100-200 Amp GenReady™ Whole House Service 
Equipment Rated Transfer Switch
This panel integrates a main breaker, transfer 
switch, and load center.  Comes in 24 space, 
40 Circuit and 42 space, 60 Circuit options.

200 Amp Service Rated with Integrated Load Center
The 200 amp open transition switch is a single 
phase service entrance rated configuration with 
8 Circuit Load Center.


